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About This Game

Blameless is a 3D adventure focused on puzzle solving and story. Set in an unfinished house, the player is trying to escape a
mysterious man. While you know how and why you got there, you could not foresee you were invited for a twisted purpose and

it’s upto you to investigate what happened and how to get out.

This is a short, yet full title with an open ending. Take around 20 to 60 minutes to complete.

Blameless Is Free

Blameless is dedicated to the community!

Gameplay Features

Realistic puzzle solving
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Investigative approach
Mysterious atmosphere

Alternative puzzle solutions
Story progression via exploration

Character voice over
Element of tension

And Don't Forget to
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Title: Blameless
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Vaclav Hudec
Publisher:
Blameless Games
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8

Processor: 1.9 GHz Intel Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Video card with 512 MB memory

Storage: 1200 MB available space

English,German,Czech,Russian,Polish,Ukrainian,Turkish
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voice acting not getting any awards tho but on the other hand it has very impressive graphics and athmosphere for a free game.
This game.... Well, I will mention something that I haven't seen anyone else mention yet. The game was a pain in the butt to get
to work. My PC is made to play games, but this game was a nightmare to get to work right, the inventory didn't work, at first, I
had to scrap 3 videos because the game was so bugged I couldn't finish it.

But, once I did get it to work, I had a pretty fun time with the game, the music is tense at moments and can get you a little
uneasy. The puzzles were pretty interesting, the ending was... Dissapointing... To say the least.. it was ok.....but i wouldnt play it
again.... Its a nice little game and its free!. -a good thriller.
-intresting plot.
-graphics arent bad.
-too short, but its free\/demo.
-free.
-the main voice actor wasnt good, the other are ok.
-realistic inventory system.
-glitch right at the end of the game.

nice work really
. This game was a trip, not a very good one, but a trip nonetheless. I would not say you should play through this, as the whole
thing makes no sense in the slightest. That is all.. This was meant to take me 25 minutes... Puzzle wise wasn't bad, yet confusing;
plot was a bit lacking; glitch present where I managed to fall through the floor into nothingness; I wish I could turn the damn
music off.

Other than that, pleasant short game to play to waste time.

10\/10 would read guide again.. Interesting short horror style game. Would recommend.
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This is a borderline-positive review, as Blameless (as it currently exists) seems like a promising demo for first-person adventure
storytelling, but lacks polish. The environment delivered here is exquisitely detailed and feels solid, but persistent clipping bugs
and other small issues keep it from feeling ready. The story fragment that this game tells certainly rouses interest and curiosity,
but the continuation feels a long way off, if it'll ever come. The puzzles are reasonable, sometimes offering multiple solutions,
and the presence of non-helpful items gives the game, on the one hand, a realism that few adventure games offer (in the sense
that every object you can interact with has its use somewhere), and on the other hand, can be frustrating as you wonder why
more parts of the environment aren't available for interaction. Voice acting is passable at best, and cringe-worthy at worst. If
you spend half an hour on this mini-game, I doubt you'll regret it, but you may be left wondering at the potential left unfulfilled..
A great, sleek game with a bit of nonlinearity and a small plot twist. Not really a horror, just has a little suspence presented.
Definitely deserves a price tag.. Nice little game.

Pros
+ Easy Achievements
+ Short
+ Free

Cons
- The control is not the best
- Strange ending but ok. Good atmosphere. The game is short but also good and free - that makes it Blameless..
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